
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a strategic pricing. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for strategic pricing

This will involve running qualitative and quantitative pricing research,
optimizing the global launch sequence and developing gross and net price
targets at launch
Leading internal processes for price review and approval in collaboration with
practice, coordinating flow of price information and approvals across the
organization
Collaborate with brand teams and key cross-functional stakeholders to create
product specific pricing and contracting strategies and manage all activities
relating to senior management approval and tactical implementation of these
strategies
Lead the analysis of the contract performance, and provide evaluation, on
existing contracts payer proposals to Managed Care and operational
management
Identify, execute and manage specific initiatives to further the company's
ability to effectively price products / services / solutions
Responsible for supporting the pricing of DTNA and Detroit products
Regular involvement with projects and initiatives providing pricing guidance
and strategic support
Lead project to revise, improve and automate key strategic database across
all DTNA models
Support project to replace current approval workflow with new technology
working cross-departmentally
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Qualifications for strategic pricing

Bachelor’s degree in Finance, Engineering or other critical thinking major
5+ years’ experience in the US pharmaceutical industry with experience in
contract development and operations
Degree in Business, Marketing or other directly related field and a minimum
of 10 years of experience in Business Management, Contracts Management
and or CRO industry, with 7 years direct pricing experience
10 or more years of experience managing cross functional disciplines like
Pricing, Merchandising, Finance, Marketing, Retail or Supply Chain
4 or more years of managerial or leadership experience, including people and
budget responsibility
Strategic Thinking and creating Business Plans


